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Abstract
We are interested in the quanti!er rank necessary to express the parity of an embedded set of
cardinal smaller than a given bound. We consider several embedding structures such as the reals
with addition and order, or the !eld of complex numbers. We provide both lower and upper
bounds. We obtain from these results some bounds on the quanti!er rank needed to express the
connectivity of an embedded graph, when a bound on its number of vertices is given.
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1. Introduction
There are numerous works about the expressiveness obtained by embedding a !nite
structure into an in!nite one M . These studies have been carried out because of their
fundamental role in the constraint database model. Among these results, the generic
collapse results are of great importance. They state that embedding a !nite model into
some in!nite structures does not help to express a large class of queries, called generic.
These results hold for structures M having some good model-theoretic properties. The
strongest result deals with structures without the independence property [1]. One of
these generic queries is parity, which asks if the cardinal of a !nite set I is even.
It follows from a special case of general collapse theorems, for some structures M ,
that there is no !rst-order sentence de!ning parity [1–3,5]—for more references see
the book [11]. However, when restricting to the case where |I| is smaller than a given
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Parity Connectivity
(Q;=); (R;=); (C;=) n (log n)
(Q;¡); (R;¡) log n+ 1 (log n)
(Q;+;−;=); (R;+;−;=); (C;+;−;=) log n+ 1 (√log n)
( GQ;+;−;×;=); (C;+;−;×;=) log n+ 1 (√log n)
(Q;+;−;¡); (R;+;−;¡) (√log n) (√log n)
(R;+;−;×;¡) (log log n) (log log n)
O(
√
log n) O(
√
log n)
(Q;+;−;×;=); (Q;+;−;×;¡) (1) (1)
Fig. 1. Quanti!er rank for parity and connectivity
bound, such a formula obviously exists. In this paper we give upper and lower bounds
on the quanti!er rank of such formulas. Can we do better than in the case where the
!nite set stands alone?
Main results are summarized in Fig. 1. The !rst column presents the quanti!er rank
needed for a formula to express that a given set of cardinal bounded by n is even,
when this set is embedded into a structure to be read on the left. The last column
gives some results concerning connectivity of an embedded graph, where the bound n
is on the number of vertices. The !rst two lines are well-known bounds from !nite
model theory. Comparing them to the next lines allows oneself to understand how
addition and product can (or not) improve these bounds. For example, concerning
parity, adding the addition to (C;=) makes the quanti!er rank decrease exponentially
(from n to log n + 1), but adding further the product allows no gain at all. On the
reals with order, the addition allows to decrease the quanti!er rank for parity from
log n + 1 to (√log n). It would be interesting to have precise bounds when the
embedding structure is a real closed !eld, for example (R;+;−;×;6)—see question 1
about this. At last, it was pointed out in [8] that parity and connectivity are expressible
over (Q;+;−;×;=): this comes from the de!nability of the integers over this structure
[12,7] (allowing the power of arithmetic).
Remark. It is natural to consider a graph embedded into Mk instead of M—think of
geographic databases with M =R. In this case, one considers the structure M equipped
with the usual operations, and multiplies by k the arities of the vertices and edges of
the graph. The results proved in this paper still hold in this case: lower bounds remain
unchanged, while upper bounds have to be multiplied by k.
Organization: The question we deal with is formally de!ned in Section 2, and !rst
remarks are made there. In Section 3, we show some upper and lower bounds for parity
in zero characteristic algebraically closed !elds and Q-vector spaces (for instance, the
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reals with addition and equality). Section 4 deals with ordered Q-vector spaces (for
instance, the reals with addition and order). We derive from these results some bounds
on connectivity of embedded graphs in Section 5. In the last section, we relate these
bounds with the notion of active-natural collapse.
2. Notations and rst remarks
We are interested in the following problem. We embed a !nite set I in either
an algebraically closed !eld or an ordered Q-vector space: we shall call M this
structure. Thus, besides the signature of M , we consider a new predicate I that is
interpreted as I. We shall be interested in the query Even, asking if |I| is even,
and Cardm which asks if |I|¿m. For a query Q, QRM (Q; n) denotes the smallest
possible quanti!er rank of a !rst-order formula expressing the query Q when it is
known that |I|6n. Our aim is to !nd some bounds on QRM (Even; n). We recall
that the quanti!er rank qr() of a formula  is de!ned by induction on its struc-
ture. If  is an atomic formula, qr()= 0. Otherwise qr( ∨  )= qr(∧  )= max
(qr(); qr( )) and qr(∃x)= qr(∀x)= 1 + qr(). Now let us make the following
remark.
Lemma 1. If two structures M and M ′ are elementarily equivalent, then for all n0,
we have QRM (Even; n0)=QRM ′(Even; n0).
Proof. Indeed, let n0 be !xed and suppose we have a !rst-order formula  such
that if |I|6n0, (M;I) |= if and only if |I| is even. Let M ′ be a structure el-
ementarily equivalent to M , and n6n0. Let ˜(x1; : : : ; xn) be the formula  where
I(x) is replaced with
∨n
i=1 x= xi, and  n =∀x1; : : : ; xn
∧
i¡j xi = xj → ˜(x1; : : : ; xn). If n
is even, M ′ |=  n since M |=  n; and if n is odd, M ′ |=¬ n. Thus if I′⊂M ′ with
|I′|6n0; (M ′;I′) |= if |I′| is even and (M ′;I′) |=¬ if |I′| is odd. Hence
QRM ′(Even; n0)6QRM (Even; n0) and by symmetry QRM ′(Even; n0)=QRM (Even; n0).
Of course the previous remark also applies to the queries Cardm. This justi!es the
notation QRT (Even; n) and QRT (Cardm; n) for a complete theory T . Let us introduce
some notations for the theories we shall be interested in, and give some examples of
models of these theories.
• Zero characteristic algebraically closed !eld: ACF0
( GQ;+;−;×;=); (C;+;−;×;=).
• Q-vector space: Qvs
(Q;+;−;=); (R;+;−;=); (C;+;−;=).
• Ordered Q-vector space: Ovs
(Q;+;−;¡); (R;+;−;¡).
Our main tool will be the back-and-forth games de!ned by Ehrenfeucht and Fra89ss(e
[6,9,10]. Consider two L-structures M and N . A game of length n between the two
structures M and N proceeds as follows. At the ith step, the !rst player chooses a
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point either in M or N ; then the second player must choose an element in the other
structure. Let us call ai the point chosen in M and bi the point chosen in N . After
n moves, the game ends, and the second player wins iO the same atomic formulas
are true in the structures (M; a1; : : : ; an) and (N; b1; : : : ; bn). The second player is said
to have a strategy to win the game of length n between M and N if he can win no
matter what the !rst player plays. We shall use the following fundamental property of
Ehrenfeucht–Fra89ss(e games.
Fact 1. If the second player has a strategy to win back-and-forth games of length n
between two structures M and N , then the same formulas of quanti<er rank at most
n are true in M and N .
We shall use this fact to establish lower bounds. For example, if we want to show
that QRT (Even; n)¿B for a given complete theory T of signature L, we may pro-
ceed as follows. We choose two models of M and N of T and two !nite sets
I⊂M and J⊂N of cardinal at most n, with |I| odd and |J| even. Now if we
show that the second player has a strategy to win the game of length B between the
two L∪{I}-structures (M;I) and (N;J), then of course no !rst-order formula over
L∪{I} of quanti!er rank at most B can express the restricted parity we are looking
for.
Now let us examine some bounds on the quanti!er rank when the !nite structure
stands alone. When no order is available, we shall write QR=(Even; n) the minimal
quanti!er rank of a !rst-order formula expressing parity. In the same way, we write
it QR¡(Even; n) when the universe is totally ordered. By some usual back-and-forth
games [6,10], we have QR=(Even; n)= n and QR¡(Even; n)= log n+ 1.
3. Parity on unordered structures
In this section, we show results concerning parity in 0-characteristic algebraically
closed !elds and Q-vector spaces. Because a 0-characteristic algebraically closed !eld
is a Q-vector space, QRACF0 (Even; n)6QRQvs(Even; n). Thus this section is divided
in two parts: on one hand we show a lower bound on QRACF0 (Even; n), on the other
hand we show an upper bound on QRQvs(Even; n).
3.1. Lower bound in an algebraically closed <eld
The algebraic closure of A⊆C will be denoted GA. In this section, we shall prove
the following lower bound.
Theorem 1. QRACF0 (Even; n)¿log n+ 1.
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 1, it is enough to show this lower bound in a given alge-
braically closed !eld of characteristic 0. We shall work in the !eld of the complex
numbers C. Let M be a set of 2n−1 algebraically independent elements of C, and N
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a set of 2n−1 + 1 algebraically independent elements of C. We are going to prove that
the second player can win the back-and-forth game of length n between (C;M) and
(C;N).
At the beginning, let En =Fn = GQ and ’= Id GQ. In the following, ’ is a partial map-
ping from the !rst structure (C;M) to the second one (C;N). Its domain (resp. image)
contains the points chosen by the two players in the !rst (resp. second) structure. At
each step we shall extend ’ so that its domain and image contain the points newly
chosen. When it remains j steps to play, Ej denotes the !eld where ’ is de!ned and
Fj =’(Ej). At each step, ’ is an isomorphism of algebraically closed !eld expanded
with a unary predicate from Ej onto Fj: this means that for all x in Ej; x∈M iO
’(x)∈N. We also maintain the following property Pj.
First |M\Ej|; |N\Fj|¿2j−1. Moreover, if there exists a∈M\Ej and A⊂M\(Ej ∪
{a}) such that a∈Ej ∪ A, then |A|¿2j−1. And the corresponding property in (C;N):
if there exists a∈N\Fj and A⊂N\(Fj ∪{a}) such that a∈Fj ∪ A, then |A|
¿2j−1.
First let us check that Pn is satis!ed. We have |M\En|= |M|¿2n−1. Moreover,
there is no a∈M with a∈Q ∪ A such that A⊆M and a =∈A because elements of M
are algebraically independent over Q. And the same is true in (C;N).
Let us suppose that n−j−1 steps have been played. The isomorphism ’ is de!ned on
Ej+1 and it remains j+1 steps to do. Property Pj+1 is satis!ed by induction hypothesis.
By symmetry, we can assume that the point is chosen in (C;M). Let v be this point. We
can also assume v =∈Ej+1. There are two cases. First case: v∈Ej+1 ∪ {a1; : : : ; ar} with
ai ∈M\Ej+1 distinct and r62j−1. Then we choose some distinct elements b1; : : : ; br
in N\Fj+1 and we de!ne ’(ai)= bi. Thus Ej =Ej+1 ∪ {a1; : : : ; ar}. Let Fj =’(Ej) and
let us extend ’ to an isomorphism of !elds from Ej onto Fj. Let us show that Pj is
satis!ed. If there exists d∈M\Ej, with d∈Ej ∪ {c1; : : : ; cl}; ci ∈M\(Ej ∪{d}) and
l62j−1− 1, then d∈Ej+1 ∪ {a1; : : : ; ar ; c1; : : : ; cl}. But r+ l62j−1 +2j−1− 1=2j− 1.
Therefore, we should have d∈Ej+1 by property Pj+1, this is absurd. We have the same
property in (C;N). Moreover, |M\Ej|; |N\Fj|¿2j − 2j−1 = 2j−1 so Pj is satis!ed.
Exactly in the same way, we show that there are no other points from M\Ej+1 in Ej
besides the ai: if d∈ (M∩Ej)\(Ej+1 ∪{a1; : : : ; ar}), then d∈Ej+1 ∪ {a1; : : : ; ar} and we
conclude with Pj+1. This also holds in (C;N), and it shows that ’ is an isomorphism.
Second case: let f =∈Fj+1 ∪N. Let ’(v)=f. We set Ej =Ej+1 ∪ {v}. Let Fj =’(Ej)
and let us extend ’ to an isomorphism of !elds from Ej onto Fj. Let us show that Pj is
satis!ed. Let a∈M\Ej such that a∈Ej ∪ A for A⊆M\(Ej ∪{a}) with |A|¡2j−1. Thus
a∈Ej+1 ∪ {v} ∪ A. This shows v∈Ej+1 ∪ {a} ∪ A, because a∈Ej+1 ∪ A is impossible
by Pj+1. But we should be in the !rst case since |A∪{a}|62j−1. This also holds in
(C;N) by the choice of f. Moreover, there is no point of M in Ej\Ej+1 because
if a∈M∩Ej\Ej+1, then a∈Ej+1 ∪ {v} and as a =∈Ej+1 we would have v∈Ej+1 ∪ {a}
which is absurd. This also holds in (L;N) thanks to the choice of f, thus ’ remains
an isomorphism. Moreover, |M\Ej|= |M\Ej+1|¿2j−1 which ends to show Pj. This
ends the back-and-forth game. Thus, we have shown QRACF0 (Even; 2
n−1 + 1)¿n. As
QRACF0 (Even; ·) is an increasing function, we obtain QRACF0 (Even; n)¿log n+ 1.
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3.2. Upper bound in a Q-vector space
The proof will proceed in three steps:
• First we show that it is possible to express |I|¿m with a formula of quanti!er rank
log m+ 2 in the special case where the elements of I are known to be linearly
independent over Q.
• Then we generalize this bound to the general case.
• At last, we show how to decrease the quanti!er rank of these formulas by 1.
We need to build a family of formulas S(&1 ; :::; &p)(x) for p¿1 and (&1; : : : ; &p)∈Np.
These formulas should satisfy the following:
(M;I) |= S(&1 ;:::;&p)(x)⇔ ∃x1; : : : ; xp ∈ Ix =
p∑
i=1
&ixi:
Moreover, we shall design such formulas with small quanti!er rank. We de!ne them
as follows: we take S(1)(x) := I(x), and S(&1)(x) :=∃yI(y)∧ x=y + · · ·+ y (where y
is being added to itself &1 times) for &1 =1. At last, we de!ne
S(&1 ;:::;&p)(x) := ∃yS(&1 ;:::;&p=2)(y) ∧ S(&p=2 ;:::;&p)(x − y):
One can check that the quanti!er rank of S(&1 ; :::; &p)(x) is bounded above by logp+1.
Proposition 1. In a Q-vector space, if we restrict ourselves to the case where the
elements of I are linearly independent over Q, we can express that |I|¿m with a
formula of quanti<er rank log m+ 2.
Proof. Let G&m be (1; 1; : : : ; 1)∈Nm and G)m be (2; 1; 1; : : : ; 1)∈Nm−1. Let us de!ne
Fm =∃xS G&m(x)∧¬S G)m(x). Note that qr(Fm)6log m + 2. We claim that Fm expresses|I|¿m. Indeed if Fm is true, this means that there exists x which is a sum of m di=erent
elements of I: these elements must be diOerent because the second part of Fm ensures
that x is not a linear combination of m−1 elements of I with coePcients (2; 1; : : : ; 1).
Conversely, if |I|¿m, take s to be the sum of m diOerent elements of I. The formula
S G&m(s)∧¬S G)m(s) will be true because the elements of I are linearly independent, thus
Fm will be true.
Proposition 2. QRQvs(Cardm; n)6log m+ 2.
Proof. We shall work in Q, and assume |I|6n. Let us notice that if the formula
described in the previous proof is true, then |I|¿m. And if it is false, then we do
not know—because we do not have the hypothesis of linear independence anymore.
To get rid of this hypothesis, the trick is to weigh the sum in the previous proof by
some integer coePcients.
Let us notice that S G&(x) is equivalent to S G*(x) where G* is obtained from G& by per-
muting some elements. That is why we consider in the following only non-decreasing
tuples. For a tuple G&=(&1; : : : ; &p)∈Np, let us de!ne s( G&) to be the set of increasing
tuples of Np−1 obtained by replacing in G& any two elements &i and &j by their sum.
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For example, s((1; 4; 7))= {(5; 7); (4; 8); (1; 11)} and s((1; 2; 2; 3))= {(2; 3; 3); (2; 2; 4);
(1; 3; 4); (1; 2; 5)}. Let us de!ne the following formula:
J G& = ∃xS G&(x)∧
∧
G)∈s( G&)
¬S G)(x):
For the reason mentioned above, if J(&1 ; :::; &p) is true then |I|¿p.
We are ready to build a formula expressing |I|¿m, under the hypothesis |I|6n.
Let N =m!nm−1. Let A be a set of Nm + 1 elements of Nm in general position: by
this we mean that no m + 1 of these elements lie on a same hyperplane of Rm. We
claim that Hm :=
∨
G&∈A J G& is true if and only if |I|¿m.
This claim can be proved if Hm is true, then for a G&∈A the formula J G& is true
and this implies that |I|¿m. For the converse, let us suppose |I|¿m. Then I=
{x1; : : : ; xl}, where the xi are all diOerent, and m6l6n. Let us consider all the equations
m∑
i=1
Aixi =
m−2∑
i=1
A-(i)xt(i) + (A-(m−1) + A-(m))xt(m−1);
where - runs over all the permutations of {1; : : : ; m} and t runs over all the mappings
from {1; : : : ; m−1} to {1; : : : ; l}. These equations de!ne a family HGx of hyperplanes of
Rm in A1; : : : ; Am parameterized by (x1; : : : ; xl). First these are all true hyperplanes (no
equation is of the form “0=0” or “0=1”). Let us also remark that |HGx|6N . On each
hyperplane ofHGx there are at most m elements of A since they are in general position.
As |A|¿|HGx|m, there must be at least one G&∈A which is not on any hyperplane of
HGx. For such a G& the formula J G& is true (take x=
∑m
i=1 &ixi for the !rst existential
quanti!er). Thus Hm is true, and the claim is proved.
Theorem 2. QRQvs(Cardm; n)6log m+ 1.
Proof. Once again we assume |I|6n. We just have to use one quanti!er rank less
than in the previous proposition. We can extend the de!nition of S(&1 ; :::; &m)(x) to the
case where the &i are rational. We de!ne S(1=q)(x) := I(qx), where qx is x+ · · ·+ x (q
times). We also de!ne S(p=q)(x) :=∃y I(qy)∧ x=py when p =1. As previously, we
take S(&1 ; :::; &m)(x) :=∃yS(&1 ; :::; &m=2)(y)∧ S(&m=2 ; :::; &m)(x − y). Now, we take A to be a
set of Nm+1 elements of (1=(N\{0}))m in general position. For G&=(&1; : : : ; &m)∈A,
what is the quanti!er rank of J G&? The quanti!er rank of S G&(x) is log m. Moreover,
we claim that for each G)∈ s( G&), we can permute some )i in order to obtain )˜ such
that qr(S)˜(x))= log m (of course the formula S)˜(x) is equivalent to S G)(x)). Notice
that, in G), all coePcients have numerator 1 except maybe the one which is of the form
&i + &j. Two cases may happen. If m− 1 is a power of 2, then qr(S G)(x))= log(m−
1)+1= log m. Let us assume now that m−1 is not a power of 2. The formula S G)(x)
has the shape of a binary tree with m−1 leaves, its height being log(m−1). To each
leaf is attached a formula S()i)(·). As m − 1 is not a power of two, at least one leaf
has depth log(m− 1)− 1. The formula S(p=q)(·) with p =1 must be attached to such
a leaf: this can be achieved by swapping this coePcient p=q with another one. This
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ensures that qr(S)˜(x))= log(m− 1). Therefore we can build a formula equivalent to
J(&1 ; :::; &m) with quanti!er rank log m+ 1.
Corollary 1. QRQvs(Even; n)=QRACF0 (Even; n)= log n+ 1.
Proof. Let n be !xed. By Theorem 2, for any m6n, there is a formula Fm expressing
|I|¿m, with qr(Fm)= log m + 16log n + 1. Of course Fm ∧¬Fm+1
expresses that |I|=m. Now if we know that |I|6n; |I| is even if and only if∨
2k6n |I|=2k. Observe that |I|¿n is equivalent to |I|= n since we know that
|I|6n. Thus our formula expressing parity will be ∨2k6n F2k ∧¬F2k+1 when n is
odd, and
∨
2k¡n(F2k ∧¬F2k+1) ∨ Fn when n is even. That allows to obtain the desired
upper bound. The lower bound was established in Theorem 1.
Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 1 goes unchanged when working over an alge-
braically closed !eld of positive characteristic. Concerning the upper bound of The-
orem 2, it is even easier to prove such a result for vector spaces over a !nite !eld.
Therefore, we have
QR(Even; n) = log n+ 1
over any algebraically closed !eld or in!nite vector space.
4. Parity on ordered structures
We recall that Ovs is the notation used for the theory of Q-ordered vector spaces.
We !rst show a lower bound. We de!ne Np the following way:
N0 = 1;
Np+1 = (2p + 1)Np:
For any !nite ordered set S, we de!ne d∞ from S2 to Z as follows. For x6y in
S, we de!ne d∞(x; y)= |{z ∈ S; x¡z6y}|. Then, for j∈N, we de!ne dj(x; y)=d∞
(x; y) if d∞(x; y)¡Nj, dj(x; y)=∞ otherwise. At last, we take d∞(y; x)=−d∞(x; y)
and dj(y; x)=−dj(x; y). First we need a simple remark.
Lemma 2. We consider a modi<ed version of the back-and-forth game between two
<nite ordered sets A and B where it is possible to choose up to 2j elements at once,
on the same side, when it remains j moves to play. If |A|; |B|¿Nn+1, then the second
player has a strategy to win this modi<ed game of length n between A and B.
Proof. Let |A|; |B|¿Nn+1. We show how to play a game of length n. Before the game
begins, we de!ne our partial isomorphism & to send the minimum and maximum of
A onto the minimum and maximum of B. We can assume that it remains j moves to
play. Let us call D⊆A the set where & is de!ned. By induction hypothesis, we assume
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that dj+1(a; a′)=dj+1(&(a); &(a′)) for a; a′ ∈D. We proceed as in the case of back-and-
forth games between two !nite linear orderings—see [6,10]—except that we can take 2j
elements in one move. We shall handle all at once the elements a1¡a2¡ · · ·¡ak lying
in an interval ]c; d[ with c; d∈D; ]c; d[∩D= ∅. First case: dj+1(c; d)¡∞. By induction,
dj+1(c; d)=dj+1(&(c); &(d)) and we chose the &(ai) in the obvious way. Second case:
dj+1(c; d)=∞. Let a0 = c and ak+1 =d. We successively choose &(al) for l=1; 2; : : : ; s
such that dj(al; al+1)=dj(&(al); &(al+1)), where s is the smallest subscript such that
dj(as; as+1)=∞. We proceed in the same way for l= k; k − 1; : : : ; t where t is the
larger subscript such that dj(at−1; at)=∞. If the images of all the ai for 16i6k have
not yet been determined, then we successively choose the images of al for l= s +
1; : : : ; t − 1: we choose &(al) such that d∞(&(al−1); &(al))= min {Nj; dj(al−1; al)}. Let
us show we have enough points from B in ]&(a0); &(ak+1)[. As dj+1(&(a0); &(ak+1))=∞
by induction, we have d∞(&(a0); &(ak+1))¿Nj+1. Taking into account that k62j and
Nj+1 = (2j + 1)Nj, there are indeed enough points to proceed this way.
Theorem 3. QROvs(Even; n)=(
√
log n).
Proof. We recall that all ordered Q-vector spaces have the same !rst-order theory.
By Lemma 1, this justi!es the notation QROvs(Even; n). In order to prove the re-
sult, we shall choose two ordered vector spaces expanded with a unary predicate
(V;M) and (W;N) such that |M|=Nn+1 and |N|=Nn+1 + 1. We shall prove that
the second player has a strategy which allows him to win the back-and-forth game of
length n between these two models. By Fact 1, this will show that QROvs(Even; Nn +
1)¿n. As Np =
∏p
i=0(2
i + 1)62(p+1)(p+2)=2, this will give the desired lower bound
QROvs(Even; n)=(
√
log n).
Let us choose our !rst model (V;M) and introduce some notations. Let nv =Nn+1.
Let V be Qnv ordered by the lexicographic order. For 16i6nv, let 4i =(0; : : : ; 0; 1;
0; : : : ; 0)∈V where the element “1” is in position nv− i+1. Let M= {41; : : : ; 4nv}. Ob-
serve that M is a basis of the Q-vector space V . For x∈V , let |x| denote −x if x¡0
and x otherwise. For a; b∈V , we say that ab, or a=o(b), if for all n∈N; n|a|6|b|.
Note that 0¡41 · · ·4nv . Any element v∈V can be written in a unique way v=∑r
i=1 &iai with &i ∈Q\{0}, ai ∈M and a1 · · ·ar . We use the following notations:
supp(v)= {a1; : : : ; ar}, supp(v; l)= {ai; i6min(l; r)}, z(v; j)= amin(2j ; r) and Tj(v)=
∑min(2j ; r)
i=1 &iai. Thus z(v; j)= z(Tj(v); j). Let us remark that if |supp(Tj(x))|¡2j then
x=Tj(x).
The second model (W;N) is de!ned in the same way (we shall use the notations
de!ned above in this model too). Let nw =Nn+1 + 1; let W be Qnw with the lexico-
graphic order. Let N be the canonical basis of W : thus N= {61; : : : ; 6nw} and we
have 0¡61 · · ·6nw .
Let 7 denote the canonical projection from M×N onto M. Given R⊆M×N
a one-to-one function from a subset of M in N, let LR denote the linear mapping
de!ned on Vect(7(R)) and extending R. When it remains j steps to do, we shall have
an isomorphism ’j+1 de!ned from Ej+1 onto Fj+1. For the !nite ordered sets M
and N (the order being induced by the one of V or W ), we shall make use of the
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distances d∞ and dj de!ned previously (thus, for a¡b two elements ofM; d∞(a; b)=
|{x ∈M; a¡x6b}|).
At the beginning of the game, we set En+1 =Vect({41; 4nv}), Fn+1 =Vect({61; 6nw})
and ’n+1 is the linear mapping from En+1 onto Fn+1 such that ’(41)= 61 and ’(4nv)
= 6nw . We also set Rn+1 = {(41; 61); (4nv ; 6nw)}⊆M×N. At each step we shall main-
tain the following property Pj:
(a) For all x; y∈ 7(Rj), dj(x; y)=dj(Rj(x); Rj(y)).
(b) For all v∈Ej, we have Tj(’j(v))=LRj (Tj(v)). Similarly, for all w∈Fj; Tj(’−1j (w))
=LR−1j (Tj(w)).
(c) The mapping ’j is an isomorphism of ordered Q-vector space from Ej onto Fj
such that, for all x∈Ej, x∈M iO ’j(x)∈N.
Let us remark that point (b) means that LRj (Tj(v)) makes sense, so it implies supp
(Tj(v))⊆ 7(Rj). Let us also remark that, as a consequence of (a), Rj is a strictly
increasing mapping from 7(Rj)⊆M to N. Let us show that Pn+1 holds: (a) comes
from |M|; |N|¿Nn+1, the other points are clear.
Let us assume that n− j steps of the back-and-forth game have been carried out. It
remains j¿1 steps to play. The isomorphism ’j+1 is de!ned from Ej+1 onto Fj+1. By
symmetry, we can assume that point v is chosen in (V;M). Without loss of generality,
we assume that v =∈Ej+1. Let u∈Vect(Ej+1 ∪{v})\Ej+1 such that z(u; j) is minimal
with respect to the order on V . Let S =supp(u; 2j)\7(Rj+1). Thanks to Lemma 2, we
now de!ne the relation Rj extending Rj+1 such that 7(Rj)= 7(Rj+1)∪ S.
Let Ej =Vect(Ej+1 ∪{u}). Let ’j be the linear mapping (de!ned on Ej) extend-
ing ’j+1 and such that ’j(u)=LRj (Tj(u)). Let Fj =’j(Ej). In what follows, ’j will
be denoted ’; Rj will be denoted R and LRj sometimes denoted Lj. Let us show
we have Pj. Let us !rst remark that ’ is a linear mapping from Ej onto Fj. Let
us show that ’ is one to one. Let w∈Ej; ’(w)= 0. We write w= &u + e with
e∈Ej+1 and &∈Q. If &=0, then e=0 because ’j+1 is one to one. Let us sup-
pose & =0. Thus ’(e)=’j+1(e)=−&’(u)=−&LjTj(u). Thanks to Pj+1 (b) for ’−1j+1
we obtain Tj+1(e)=−&LR−1j+1Tj+1LjTju. Therefore, Tj+1(e)=−&LR−1j+1LjTju=−&Tj(u)
because this expression makes sense and Rj extends Rj+1. But 2j¡2j+1, so e= −
&Tj(u). Now if u =Tj(u), this gives w= e + &u =∈Ej+1 with w=o(z(u; j)) which is
impossible by the choice of u. As u=Tj(u), we have e=−&u that is to say
w=0.
Point (a) stems from construction. Let us show point (b) for ’. Let v∈Ej. If v∈Ej+1,
it is clear by Pj+1 since 2j+1¿2j; Rj+1⊆Rj and ’ extends ’j+1. Hence we suppose
v =∈Ej+1 Thus v= &u+ e where u is the vector chosen above, &∈Q\{0} and e∈Ej+1.
The following holds.
Tj(v) = Tj(&Tj(u) + Tj+1(e)): (1)
Eq. (1) can be proved as follows:
(i) Let us suppose z(Tj+1(e))6z(Tj(u)). Thus Tj+1(e)= e+o(z(Tj(u))) and v= &u+
e= &Tj(u) + Tj+1(e) + o(z(Tj(u))). As z(Tj(v))¿z(Tj(u)) by the choice of u, we
obtain relation (1) by truncating the previous equality at the order 2j.
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(ii) Now let us suppose z(Tj+1(e))¿z(Tj(u)).
(iia) If Tj+1(e)= e, in particular we have Tj+1(e)= e+o(z(Tj(u))) and we !nish
as previously.
(iib) Otherwise, |supp(e; 2j+1)|=2j+1. Moreover v= e+&u=Tj+1(e)+&Tj(u)+o
(z(Tj+1(e))). As the sum Tj+1(e)+&Tj(u) has at least 2j terms from Tj+1(e),
we obtain (1) by truncating the previous equality at the order 2j.
The following also holds:
Tj(’(v)) = Tj(&Tj(’(u)) + Tj+1(’(e))): (2)
Eq. (2) can be proved as follows:
(i) Let us suppose |supp(e; 2j+1)|¡2j+1. Thus e=Tj+1(e). By Pj+1, we obtain Tj+1
(’(e))=Lj+1(Tj+1(e))=Lj+1(e). But Lj+1(e) has strictly less than 2j+1 terms
so Tj+1(’(e))=’(e). Let us recall that ’(u)=Tj(’(u)) by the choice of ’(u).
By substituting these terms in Tj(’(v))=Tj(&’(u) + ’(e)) we obtain (2).
(ii) Otherwise |supp(e; 2j+1)|=2j+1. Thus Tj+1(’(e))=Lj+1(Tj+1(e)) has 2j+1
terms. But ’(v)= &’(u) +’(e)= &Tj(’(u)) + Tj+1(’(e)) + o(z(Tj+1(’(e)))). As
&Tj(’(u)) + Tj+1(’(e)) has at least 2j terms from Tj+1(’(e)), we obtain (2) by
truncating the previous equality at the order 2j.
Now let us prove Pj (b) for ’. Let v∈Ej. We write v= &u + e with e∈Ej+1 and
&∈Q. By (2), Tj(’(v))=Tj(&Tj(’(u)) + Tj+1(’(e))). But Tj(’(u))=’(u)=LjTj(u)
by the choice of ’(u). Moreover, by Pj+1; Tj+1(’(e))=Lj+1Tj+1(e). AndLj+1Tj+1(e)
=LjTj+1(e) since Lj extends Lj+1. By the linearity of Lj, this gives Tj(’(v))=Tj
(Lj(&Tj(u) + Tj+1(e))). Clearly, if TjLj(x) makes sense for x∈Ej, then LjTj(x)=
TjLj(x). Thus we have Tj(’(v))=LjTj(&Tj(u)+Tj+1(e)). With relation (1) we obtain
Tj(’(v))=Lj(Tj(v)).
We now show point (b) for ’−1. Let w∈Fj and v∈Ej such that w=’(v). We
have Tj(w)=Tj(’(v))=Lj(Tj(v)) by Pj (b) for ’. Moreover, L−1Rj =LR−1j ; therefore
Tj(’−1(w))=LR−1j (Tj(w)). This proves point (b) of Pj for ’
−1.
It remains to prove (c). If a∈Ej ∩M, then by Pj (b) we have Tj(’(a))=LjTj(a)
=Lj(a)=R(a). But |supp(R(a))|=1¡2j, so ’(a)=R(a)∈N. In the same way, if
x∈Ej is positive, then x= &a + o(a) with a∈M and &¿0. By point (b) of Pj, we
have ’(a)= &Rj(a)+o(Rj(a)). But Rj(a)∈N; thus Rj(a)¿0, which proves ’(x)¿0.
The same works for ’−1, so it completes the proof of point (c). This ends the back-
and-forth game.
Does a similar result hold in real-closed !elds? We have a weaker bound in
o-minimal structures having quanti!er elimination: see Corollary 5. We now show
an upper bound.
The rough idea is this one. To express that |I∩ ]a; b[ |¿2p2 , it is enough to have a
set S of 22p elements of I such that between two consecutive elements of S, there are
at least 2(p−1)
2
elements of I (this will be done by induction). The set S is represented
by the sum of its elements, from which it is possible to extract the elements with a
formula of quanti!er depth p. However, if several sets of elements give the same sum,
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there are no canonical elements to extract from the sum, and intervals considered in
the recursion step can overlap. That is why we make sure no other set gives the same
sum by weighting the coePcients of the elements in the sum.
Proposition 3. QROvs(Cardm; n)=(
√
log m).
Proof. We shall work over Q. Let n be !xed. In the following we assume that |I|6n.
We de!ne the sequence mi by m0 = 1 and mp =2p + (2p + 1)mp−1. We also need
to de!ne some families of formulas. For k¿1 and G&=(&1; : : : ; &k)∈Nk , we build a
formula S G&(a; b; x) of quanti!er rank O(log k) which is true if and only if
∃x1; : : : ; xk ∈I a ¡ x1 ¡ x2 ¡ · · · ¡ xk ¡ b ∧ x =
k∑
i=1
&ixi:
We also build E(&1 ; :::; &k ); j(a; b; x; z) for 16i6k, with quanti!er rank O(log k) too, which
is true if and only if
∃x1; : : : ; xk ∈I a ¡ x1 ¡ x2 ¡ · · · ¡ xk ¡ b ∧ x =
k∑
i=1
&ixi ∧ xj = z:
The construction of these formulas is quite obvious and not detailed here.
We shall prove by induction on p that for any m6mp there exists a formula
Fm(a; b) of quanti!er rank O(p) expressing that |I∩ ]a; b[ |¿m. This is clear for
p=0. We now want to show the property for rank p assuming it is true for p − 1.
Let mp−1¡m6mp; then m=(mp−1 + 1)q + r for some 16q62p and r6mp−1. Let
G&=(&1; : : : ; &q)∈Nq. We de!ne
GmG& := ∃xS G&(a; b; x) ∧ ∃zE G&;1(a; b; x; z) ∧ Fmp−1 (a; z)
∧
q−1∧
i=1
∃z1; z2E G&; i(a; b; x; z1) ∧ E G&;i+1(a; b; x; z2) ∧ Fmp−1 (z1; z2)
∧∃zE G&;q(a; b; x; z) ∧ Fr(z; b):
Let N = n2q and A a set of Nq+1 elements of Nq in general position. We claim that
(Q;I) |= ∧
G&∈A
GmG& (a; b)⇔ |I∩ ]a; b[ |¿ m:
This claim can be proved from right to left: let us assume |I∩ ]a; b[ |¿m. Let x1¡x2
¡ · · ·¡xm be some elements of I∩ ]a; b[. Let G& be any element in A. Then GmG& is
true—take x=
∑q
i=1 &i(mp−1+1)xi(mp−1+1) for the !rst quanti!er, and z= xi when asked
for an element z such that E G&; i(a; b; x; z). Thus
∧
G&∈A G
m
G& is true.
Conversely, let us assume that
∧
G&∈A G
m
G& is true. Let x1¡x2¡ · · ·¡xl denote the
elements of I∩ ]a; b[, where 06l6n by hypothesis. Let us de!ne a family of
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hyperplanes HGx which depends on (x1; : : : ; xl). The family HGx is composed of all
hyperplanes of the form
q∑
i=1
xf(i)Ai =
q∑
i=1
xg(i)Ai
where f and g runs over all pairs of strictly increasing functions from {1; : : : ; q} to
{1; : : : ; l} with f = g. As |HGx|6(lq)26N , we have |A|¿q|HGx|, so there must be
G&∈A which does not lie on any hyperplane of HGx. The fact that GmG& (a; b) is true
implies that |I∩ ]a; b[ |¿m. There are indeed some elements z1¡ · · ·¡zq in I∩ ]a; b[
such that x=
∑q
i=1 &izi works for the !rst quanti!er in G
m
G& (a; b). Moreover, any other
such sequence z′1¡ · · ·¡z′q is such that
∑q
i=1 &iz
′
i = x, because G& is not onHGx. It means
that, for any 16i6q, the only z such that E G&; i(a; b; x; z) is zi. By induction hypothesis,
we can deduce that |I∩ ]zi; zi+1[ |¿mp−1 for 16q−1, |I∩ ]a; z1[ |¿mp−1 and at last
|I∩ ]zq; b[ |¿r. Thus |I∩ ]a; b[ |¿m.
Corollary 2. QROvs(Even; n)=(
√
log n).
Proposition 4. In an ordered Q-vector space, we can express that |I|¿m with a
formula of quanti<er rank O(
√
log m).
Proof. Compared to the previous proposition, we no longer have a bound on |I|.
However we claim that a formula, built as in the previous proposition, expressing
|I|¿m whenever |I|6m−1 works even if we remove the assumption that |I|6m−1.
Indeed, the only way this formula can give the wrong answer is in saying that |I|¿m.
But this can only happen when |I|¿m because the formula works when |I|6m− 1.
So this formula never goes wrong.
Remark 2. Is it possible to express that a !nite set I embedded in a Q-vector space
has cardinal at least m with a formula of quanti!er rank O(log m)?—compared to
Theorem 2, we do not have any bound on I anymore.
5. Connectivity of embedded graphs
In this section, we consider a !nite graph G embedded in an in!nite structure M .
Thus we shall add two predicates to the signature of M : a unary predicate V which
interprets the vertices V of the embedded graph, and a binary one E for the edges.
We shall use d(· ; ·) for the distance in the graph.
We are interested in connectivity and reachability. The query Connected asks if the
graph G is connected. The query Reachm will have two free variables a and b and
will be true if a; b∈V and d(a; b)6m. The query Reach is de!ned in the same way,
except there is no bound on the length of the path anymore. Once again we shall
consider restriction of these queries to the case where we have a bound on |V|. Thus
QRM (Connected; n) is the smallest quanti!er rank possible for a formula expressing
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that a graph embedded in M is connected, assuming that is has at most n vertices.
Of course the result of Lemma 1 holds for these queries too: if two structures M
and M ′ are elementarily equivalent, then QRM (Connected; n)=QRM ′(Connected; n)
and QRM (Reachm; n)=QRM ′(Reachm; n). Let us notice that QRM (Reach; n)=QRM
(Reachn−1; n). Another remark is that ∀a; b V (a)∧V (b)→Reach(a; b) expresses
the connectivity, so QRM (Connected; n)6QRM (Reach; n) + 2. We can obtain a
result similar to Theorem 3 for a !nite graph embedded in an ordered Q-vector
space.
Corollary 3. QROvs(Connected; n)=(
√
log n).
Proof. We use a usual !rst-order reduction from parity to connectivity. Let I be a set
composed of the elements v1¡v2¡ · · ·¡vn. We consider the graph Gn =(V; E) over
V = {v1; : : : ; vn} where E(vi; vj) holds iO |i − j|=2 or {i; j}= {1; n}. For n¿2; Gn is
connected iO n= |I| is even. As we can express E with a formula of quanti!er rank
2 (with the help of predicate I interpreting I) in any ordered structure M , we obtain
QRM (Even; n)6QRM (Connected; n)+2. It remains to apply this to the theory Ovs.
Using techniques similar to the previous ones, we can establish a lower bound for
algebraically closed !elds. By the remark made at the beginning of this section, it
is suPcient to prove this result in C. Recall from Section 4 the de!nition of Ni for
i¿0. Let us call Cn the cycle of length Nn+1. Let Gn be the graph Cn and Hn be the
graph composed of two disjoint copies of Cn. As in Section 4 we de!ne dj to be the
truncature of d (the distance in the graph) relative to Nj. We begin with an analogue
of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. Consider the variation of the back-and-forth game between two <nite
graphs (over a domain without order) where it is possible to choose up to 2j−1
elements at once, on the same side, when it remains exactly j moves to play. Then
the second player has a strategy to win this modi<ed game of length n between Gn
and Hn.
Proof. Let VG (resp. VH ) be the vertices of Gn (resp. Hn). When it remains j moves
to play, there is a partial isomorphism ’j from Aj ⊂VG onto Bj ⊂VH . In order to show
the Lemma, it is enough to maintain the following property:
∀x; y∈Aj; dj(x; y) = dj(’j(x); ’j(y)):
This is done in a way very similar to Lemma 2.
Proposition 5. QRACF0 (Connected; n)=(
√
log n).
Proof. By the remark made at the beginning of this section, it is suPcient to prove
this result in C. Let us consider G=(VG; EG) an embedding of Gn in C such that all
vertices VG are algebraically independent over Q. In the same way, let H=(VH; EH)
be an embedding of Hn in C such that all vertices VH are algebraically independent
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over Q. We only have to prove that the second player can win the game of length
n between (C;G) and (C;H). Then the conclusion comes from Fact 1.
The back-and-forth game is done in a way similar to Theorem 1. When it remains j
steps to do, Ej denotes the space where ’ is de!ned and Fj =’(Ej). Let En =Fn = GQ
and ’= Id GQ. At each step we shall maintain the following property Pj:
(a) The mapping ’j is an isomorphism of 0-characteristic algebraically closed !elds
from Ej onto Fj.
(b) If there exists a∈VG\Ej such that a∈Ej ∪ A and A⊂VG\(Ej ∪{a}), then |A|¿
2j−1. And the corresponding property in (C;H).
(c) ∀x∈Ej; x∈VG iO ’j(x)∈VH.
(d) ∀x; y∈Ej; dj(x; y)=dj(’j(x); ’j(y)).
Observe that a consequence of (d) is that ∀x; y∈Ej; (x; y)∈EG if and only if
(’j(x); ’j(y))∈EH. Let us suppose that n − j − 1 steps have been done. The iso-
morphism ’ is de!ned on Ej+1 and it remains j + 1 steps to do. Property Pj+1 is
satis!ed by induction hypothesis. By symmetry, we can assume that the point is cho-
sen in (C;G). This point will be denoted v. We can also assume v =∈Ej+1. There are
two cases:
• First case: v∈Ej+1 ∪ {a1; : : : ; ar} with ai ∈VG\Ej+1 distinct and r62j−1. Then the
second player will choose some elements b1; : : : ; br in VH\Fj+1 as suggested in
Lemma 3, and we de!ne ’(ai)= bi. What does it mean exactly? From the move
v played by the !rst player in the game between (C;G) and (C;H), the second
player !nds some {a1; : : : ; ar} that correspond to a move in the modi!ed version of
back-and-forth game de!ned in Lemma 3. The second player chooses some points
{b1; : : : ; br} according to the strategy described in Lemma 3, and plays according to
this move in the game between (C;G) and (C;H).
• Second case: Let f =∈Fj+1 ∪ VH. Let ’(v)=f. We set Ej =Ej+1 ∪ {v}.
Property (a), (b) and (c) hold since the game is played as in Theorem 1. Property
(d) hold because we chose points as described in Lemma 3.
We now establish an upper bound for reachability in Q-vector spaces—which pro-
vides the same bound for theories Ovs and ACF0.
Proposition 6. QRQvs(Reachm; n)=O(
√
log m).
Proof. Let n be !xed. We de!ne the sequence mi by m0 = 1 and mp+1 = (2p+1)mp. Let
us show by induction on p that, for any mp¡m6mp+1, there is a formula of Q-vector
space with quanti!er rank O(p) expressing “d(· ; ·)6m” if |V|6n. Let m=mpq + r,
with 16q62p + 1 and 06r¡mp. Now, for two vertices u and v; d(u; v)6m if and
only if there exists some vertices u= c0; c1; c2; : : : ; cq such that d(ci; ci+1)6mp, and
d(cq; v)6r. The sequence (c1; c2; : : : ; cq) will be represented by a weighted sum, from
which it is possible to retrieve the ci with formulas of quanti!er rank O(p): this is
done as in the previous result. The statements concerning d(ci; ci+1) are handled in
a recursive way, in parallel for all i.
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Corollary 4. For
T ∈{Qvs; ACF0;Ovs};
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
QRT (Reachm; n)=(
√
log m)
QRT (Reach; n)=(
√
log n)
QRT (Connected; n)=(
√
log n):
6. Relationship with active-natural collapse
Consider a L-structure M expanded with a unary predicate I . We shall restrict our-
selves to the case where I interprets a !nite set I. We recall that in an active formula,
quanti!ers are of the type ∃x∈I and ∀x∈I; quanti!ers ranging over the whole uni-
verse are not allowed.
Denition 1. A L-structure M is said to have the active-natural collapse (for one unary
predicate) if, for any !rst-order formula  over L∪{I}, there exists a !rst-order active
formula  over L∪{I} such that for any !nite set I, we have (M;I) |=↔  .
On a structure M with active-natural collapse, there is a relationship between how the
quanti!er rank grows when transforming a natural semantics formula into an equivalent
one in active semantics, and the quanti!er rank needed to express parity. This is detailed
in the next proposition.
Let M be a structure having the active-natural collapse property for one unary pred-
icate. For any !rst-order formula  over L∪{I}, let us de!ne aM ( ) to be the small-
est quanti!er rank for an active formula equivalent to  . Let &M (n)= sup{aM ( );
qr( )= n}.
Proposition 7. For any structure M having the active-natural collapse property, &M
(QRM (Even; n) + 1)¿log n + 1. Moreover, if M is stable, we have the stronger
inequality &M (QRM (Even; n) + 1)¿n.
Proof. Let  be a formula expressing parity of |I| for |I|6n. Let us consider a
structure M ′, elementarily equivalent to M , that contains a sequence of indiscernibles
E= {ei; i∈N} (such a model exists by the Ehrenfeucht–Mostowski theorem [4]).
The same formula  still works in M ′. Let  ′ be the formula obtained by replacing
all sub-formulas I(t) by ∀z ((z= t)→ I(z)) in  , where z is a new variable. Note
that qr( ′)6qr( ) + 1. Let  act be an active semantics formula equivalent to  ′ and
such that qr( act)6&M (qr( ′)). Now when we restrict ourselves to the case where
I⊂E, the formula  act is equivalent to a pure order formula  o with qr( o)= qr( act).
Applying the bound in the pure ordered case recalled in the introduction, we obtain
qr( o)¿log n+ 1. This leads to the desired bound.
Now if M is stable, then E is a set of indiscernibles and we can apply the pure case
bound for parity.
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Corollary 5. Let M be an o-minimal structure that admits quanti<er elimination.
Then QRM (Even; n)¿ log log n−(1).
Proof. The active-natural collapse algorithm described in [3] allows to obtain an active
semantics formula  act equivalent to a given formula  such that qr( act)62qr( ) +
O(1) (as mentioned there, there is no need for  to be in prenex form to apply this
algorithm). Thus &M (n)62n +O(1). It just remains to apply the previous proposition.
Question 1. We have proved (log log n)6QRR(Even; n)6O(
√
log n), where R
stands for (R;+;−;×;¡). Is it possible to make some back-and-forth games in a
real closed <eld to improve this lower bound?
As parity up to n is expressible with logarithmic quanti!er rank over a Q-vector
space by Theorem 2, Proposition 7 shows that one cannot avoid an exponential growth
of the quanti!er rank when transforming natural semantics formulas of Q-vector spaces
into equivalent ones in active semantics: &Qvs(n)=(2n).
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